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On 15 November 2005, you received non-judicial punishment (NJP) for an unauthorized absence 
(UA) lasting eight days, for leaving your appointed place of duty, failing to obey a lawful general 
order, failing to obey a lawful order, and larceny from the Marine Corps Exchange.  You did not 
appeal your NJP.   
 
On 6 March 2006, you commenced a period of UA that ended after 102 days on 16 June 2006 
following your arrest by civilian authorities in  for armed robbery. 
 
On 19 July 2006, your command notified you that you were being processed for an 
administrative discharge by reason of misconduct due to the commission of a serious offense.  
The basis for the recommendation was your civilian arrest in for using a firearm to 
rob a bank.  You consulted with counsel and waived your rights to request an administrative 
separation board.  Ultimately, on 6 November 2006, you were separated from the Marine Corps 
for misconduct with an Other Than Honorable (OTH) discharge characterization and assigned an 
RE-4 reentry code. 
 
On 8 February 2022, the VA granted you a service-connection for treatment purposes only for 
combat PTSD.  As part of the Board review process, the BCNR Physician Advisor who is a 
licensed clinical psychologist (Ph.D.), reviewed your contentions and the available records and 
issued an AO dated 30 March 2022.  The Ph.D. initially noted: 
 

Among the available records, there is no evidence that he was diagnosed with a 
mental health condition during military service. Throughout his disciplinary 
processing, there were no concerns raised of a mental health condition that would 
have warranted a referral for evaluation.  Post-service, the VA has granted service 
connection for PTSD.  While it is possible that his UA and disobedience could be 
attributed to unrecognized symptoms of PTSD from combat, it is difficult to 
attribute larceny and armed robbery to PTSD. Additional records (e.g., post-
service mental health records describing the Petitioner’s diagnosis, symptoms, 
and their specific link to his misconduct) are required to render an alternate 
opinion. 

 
The AO concluded, “[b]ased on the available evidence, it is my clinical opinion that there 
is post-service evidence of diagnosis of PTSD that may be attributed to military service. 
There is insufficient evidence that all of his misconduct could be attributed to PTSD.”  
You provided a rebuttal statement to the AO arguing, in part, that you were suffering 
from undiagnosed PTSD. 
 
The Board carefully considered all potentially mitigating factors to determine whether the 
interests of justice warrant relief in your case in accordance with the Kurta, Hagel, and Wilkie 
Memos.  These included, but were not limited to:  (a) at the time of your discharge you were 
suffering from severe undiagnosed combat PTSD, (b) the PTSD led to the behaviors underlying 
your discharge shortly after a combat deployment, (c) killing for the first time at such a young 
age changed your life forever, (d) you began to see a serious change in your behavior shortly 
after the first time you killed an enemy insurgent during a combat operation in the Al Anbar 
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Province, Iraq, (e) your OTH discharge does not allow you to use military benefits such as the GI 
Bill and VA home loans, and (f) only after over fifteen years have you mustered the courage to 
re-live these events in such a real way and request relief in the form of an upgrade.  However, 
given the totality of the circumstances, the Board determined that your request does not merit 
relief.   
 
In accordance with the Kurta, Hagel, and Wilkie Memos, the Board gave liberal and special 
consideration to your record of service, and your contentions about any traumatic or stressful 
events you experienced and their possible adverse impact on your service.  However, the Board 
concluded that there was no nexus between any mental health conditions and/or related 
symptoms and your misconduct, and determined that there was insufficient evidence to support 
the argument that any such mental health conditions mitigated the misconduct that formed the 
basis of your discharge.  The Board also concluded that although you have post-discharge mental 
health diagnoses, active duty records contemporaneous to your service lacked sufficient evidence 
to establish a nexus between your mental health conditions/symptoms and your in-service 
misconduct.  As a result, even under the liberal consideration standard the Board concluded that 
your misconduct was not due to mental health-related conditions or symptoms.  The Board also 
noted that at no point on active duty did you even seek out treatment for your symptoms.  Even if 
the Board assumed that your misconduct was somehow attributable to any mental health 
conditions, the Board unequivocally concluded that the severity of your serious misconduct far 
outweighed any and all mitigation offered by such mental health conditions.  The Board 
determined the record clearly reflected that your misconduct was willful and intentional, and 
demonstrated you were unfit for further service.  Moreover, the Board concluded that the 
criminal offenses of larceny and armed robbery would not be excused or mitigated by mental 
health conditions even with liberal consideration.  The Board also concluded that the evidence of 
record did not demonstrate that you were not mentally responsible for your conduct or that you 
should otherwise not be held accountable for your actions.     
 
The Board was aware that character of military service is based, in part, on conduct and overall 
trait averages which are computed from marks assigned during periodic evaluations.  Your 
overall active duty trait average was 3.4 in conduct.  Marine Corps regulations in place at the 
time of your discharge required a minimum trait average of 4.0 in conduct (proper military 
behavior), for a fully honorable characterization of service.  The Board concluded that your 
conduct marks during your active duty career were a direct result of your cumulative serious 
misconduct which justified your OTH characterization of discharge.   
 
Additionally, the Board noted that there is no provision of federal law or in Navy/Marine Corps 
regulations that allows for a discharge to be automatically upgraded after a specified number of 
months or years.  The Board did not believe that your record was otherwise so meritorious as to 
deserve a discharge upgrade.  The Board determined that characterization under OTH conditions 
is appropriate when the basis for separation is the commission of an act or acts constituting a 
significant departure from the conduct expected of a Marine.  Lastly, absent a material error or 
injustice, the Board declined to summarily upgrade a discharge solely for the purpose of 
facilitating VA benefits, or enhancing educational or employment opportunities.  The Board 
carefully considered any matters submitted regarding your character, your post-service conduct 






